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Let T be a completely continuous and asymptotically nonexpansive self-mapping 
of a nonempty closed bounded and convex subset of a Hilbert space. Then, under 
certain conditions, the sequence defined by x,+ , := CC, T”(x,) + (1 -a,) x, con- 
verges strongly to some fixed point of T. A similar result is obtained for asymptoti- 
cally pseudocontractive mappings whose iterates are Lipschitz continuous with 
respect to some common Lipschitz constant. Q 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1972, K. Goebel and W. A. Kirk [2] introduced the asymptotically 
nonexpansive mappings and showed the following generalization of the 
Browder/GGhde/Kirk theorem [ 1,4,8]: every asymptotically nonexpan- 
sive self-mapping of a nonempty closed bounded and convex subset of a 
uniformly convex Banach space has a fixed point. Later, in 1973, the same 
authors showed that this result remains valid for the broader class of 
uniformly k-Lipschitzian mappings with k < y and y sufficiently near one 
c31. 
Let T be a self-mapping of a nonempty closed bounded and convex sub- 
set A of a Hilbert space. In Section 1 it is shown that, under appropriate 
conditions, the modification x, + i = c(, T”(x”) f (1 - a,) x, of the usual 
Mann iteration (cf. [5]) converges strongly to some fixed point of T, 
provided T is completely continuous and asymptotically nonexpansive. A 
natural generalization of the concept of asymptotically nonexpansive map- 
pings is that of the asymptotically pseudocontractive mappings, introduced 
in Section 2. If T is a completely continuous asymptotically pseudo- 
contractive mapping with is also uniformly L-Lipschitzian, then we are 
able to construct a sequence that converges trongly to some fixed point of 
T in this case as well. The iteration scheme used is similar to the one given 
by S. Ishikawa in [6]. 
In the sequel all normed spaces are assumed to be taken over the reals. 
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1. ASYMPTOTICALLY NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (& // jl ) be a normed space; iz/ # A c E; T: A -+ A; 
(k,,)E [l, x)N;L>o. 
(1) T is said to be asymptoticat[)j nonexpansioe with sequence (k,,) 
:olim(k,,) = 1 and IIT” - T”(y)11 dk,, /IA- y)l for all HE FV and all 
x, ye A. 
(2) T is said to be uniformly L-lipschitzian:-= IIT’( T”(y)11 < 
L 11.x - yll for all n E N and all x, y E A. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let (E, II ‘11) be a normed space; QI # A c E convex; 
L > 0; T: A + A uniformly L-lipschitzian; (a,), (fi,) E [0, l] ‘; X, E A. Define 
z, := /?, T”(x,) + (1 - B,) x,, and x,*+ , := CI, m(z,) + (1 - a,) x,, and set 
:= jlT”(x,) - x,1/ for all n E N. Then /Ix, - T(x,)ll < c,, + c, , 
~(l+3L+2Lz)foraNn~N. 
Proof: Note that (x,) and (z,) are well-defined, because x, E A, 
T(A) c A and A is convex. For no N set d, := Ilm(z,) -x,11, e, := 
Ilz,,-x,ll,fn := I/z,, -, -x,ll and g,, := IIx,,+~ -x,(1. Then 
e, = P, c, d c,; 
d, ,( lb, - T”(x,J + II T”(x,) - T”(z,)lJ 6 c, + Le,, d c,( 1 + L); 




J/x, - T”- ‘(x,)ll da,, , IIT”-‘(z,,- ,I- ~~~‘(%A 
+~~-~,-~~lI~,-,-~“~l~~,~lld~f,+Il~,-~-~”-’~~,~ll 
<Lc,-,(2+L)+c,-,(l+L(l+L))=c,,~,(1+3L+2L’). 
Finally II x, - T(x,J II G Ix, - T”(x,) II + II T”b,J - T(x,) II d c, + 
L IIT”-‘(x,)-x,lldc,+c,,_,L(l +3L+2Lz). 1 
LEMMA 1.3. (see, e.g., [ll]). Let (E,(., .)) be a Hilbert space; 
a~[O,l]; z,w~E. Then J(az+(1-cr)w(Jz+cr(l-~)~~z-w~~2=cr~~~~~z+ 
(1 -a) /ld2. 
In case of a nonexpansive self-mapping T of a bounded and convex sub- 
set of an arbitrary Banach space, S. Ishikawa ([7]; also see [9]) showed 
that, for the Mann-iteration process x, + , = (1 - a,) x,, + a, T(x,), the 
sequence (I/x, - T(x,)ll) converges to zero, provided (a,,) is bounded away 
from 1 and C,“=, a,, diverges. For asymptotically nonexpansive mappings 
we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 1.4. (cf. [ 111). Let (E, ( ., .)) be a Hilbert space; 0 # A c E 
closed bounded and convex; T: A -+ A asymptotically nonexpansive with 
sequence (k,)~[l,co)~; C,“=l(k~-l)<co;(a,)EIO,l]“;~~~,~l-& 
for all nEN and some E>O;X~EA;X,+~ :=a,T”(x,)+(l -a,)x,for all 
n E N. Then lim, _ o3 JIx,~ - T(x,)ll = 0. 
Proof. Since T is asymptotically nonexpansive, it possesses a fixed point 
XE A by Theorem 1 of [2]. Set M := diam(A)2. For n E N, T”(x) = x, 
so that an application of Lemma 1.3 with z := T”(x,) -x, w :=x,-x, 
and IX := a, leads to 11x,+ I - XII’ + a,( 1 - a,) II T”(x,) - x,11* = 
a, IIT” T”(x)l12 + (1 - a,) lb, - xl12 d lb, - x11* + a,@: - 1) 
(Ix,--.x1(2< (Ix,-x(12+M(k;- 1). 
Since 0 < s2 II T”(x,) - x,(1 * < a,( 1 - a,) II T”(x,) - x,1( 2, we conclude 
that for all m E N, 0 6 E* Cy=, (I T”(x,) - x,/I2 Q xy= 1 [1(x, - xii2 - 
Ilx Y+1-Xl121+MC~=I (~:-l)bllx,-xl12+M~~~, (kf-1). 
Hence C,“=, (I T”(x,,) - x,J2 < co and thus lim I( m(x,,) -x,1( = 0. Since 
(k,,) is bounded, T is uniformly L-Lipschitzian for some L > 0. So it follows 
from Lemma 1.2 that lim 11x,- T(x,)ll =0 as well. 1 
Now we are able to show-our main result. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let (E, (., .)) be a Hilbert space; 0 #A c E closed 
bounded and convex; T: A + A completely continuous and asymptotically 
nonexpansive with sequence (k,) E [l, 00)“; C,“=, (ki - 1) < co; (a,) E 
[IO, 11”; &<a,<l-& for all nEN and some E>O;X,EA;X,+,:= 
a, T”(x,) + (1 - a,) x, for all n E N. Then (x,) converges strongly to some 
fixed point of T. 
Proof. From our assumptions it follows that Q := coV( (x, > u T(A)) is 
a compact subset of A containing (x,). Hence there exists an x E A and 
some subsequence (xVp.) of (x,) which converges strongly to x. But T is 
continuous and lim [Ix,, - T(x,)ll = 0 by Theorem 1.4. Thus T(x) = x. 
This implies that 11x,+ r -xl/ <a, II T”(x,) - T”(x)ll + (1 -a,) lb, - XII < 
(a,k,+ (1 -a,)) (Ix,-x1( dk, /Ix,-x1( for all nE N. Since l-I:=, k, con- 
verges and lim(x,J = x this is easily seen to ensure that the whole sequence 
(x,) converges to x. 1 
2. ASYMPTOTICALLY PSEUDOCONTRACTIVE MAPPINGS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (E, II .[I ) be a normed space; 0 # A c E; T: A + A; 
(k,) E CL 03)~. 
T is said to be asymptotically pseudocontractive with sequence (k,) 
:olim(k,) = 1 and for all n E N and all x, y E A there is u G J,(x - y) such 
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that u( T”(X) - T”(y)) d k,, J/x - y’/) ‘, where J, is the normalized duality 
mapping. 
Remark. (1) If T is asymptotically nonexpansive, then for all 
u~J,(.u- y), u(T”(x) - T”(y)) < 11.x - y(/ IIT’* - T”(y)11 d k,, IIx- .#. 
Hence every asymptotically nonexpansive mapping is asymptotically 
pseudocontractive too and furthermore it is also uniformly L-Lipschitzian 
for some L > 0, as already noticed in the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
(2) The following example due to B. E. Rhoades [ 121 shows that the 
class of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings is a proper subclass of the 
class of asymptotically pseudocontractive mappings. For XE [0, l] define 
y-(x) := (1 - x2/3)3,‘* E [0, 11. Then T is not Lipschitzian (see [ 121) and so 
it can’t be asymptotically nonexpansive. But since To T= id and T is 
monotonically decreasing, it follows that 
(x - y)( T”(x) - T”(y)) = Ix - y12 forall ne2N 
and 
(x-y)(T”(x)-T”(y))=(x-y)(Tx-Ty)<O 
< lx- y/2 forall n~2N- 1. 
Hence T is asymptotically pseudocontractive with constant sequence 
(1) PIEN’ 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (E, ( ., .)) be a Hilbert space; 0 #A c E; T: A -+ A; 
(k,) E [ 1, co)“. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) (x-y,T”(x)-T”(y))~k,,J~~-y/~~forafln~Nandalfx,y~A. 
(b) IlT~(x)-T”(y)j12 d (2k,-1) /lx-yj12+Ij(id-T”)x-(id-T”)yj12 
for aNnEN andallx, YEA. 
This lemma can be shown by a simple calculation, 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (E, (., .)) be a Hilberts space; fJ # A c E closed 
bounded and convex; L > 0; T: A + A completely continuous, umformly 
L-Lipschitzian and asymptotically pseudocontractive with sequence 
(k,)E EL ~0)~; qn := 2k, - 1 for all n E N; C,“= 1 (qf, - 1) < co; (a,,), 
(fi”)~[O, l]“;s<~,<j?,,<b .for aN nEN(, some E>O and some 
bE(0,L-2[(1+L2)1’2-1]); x1 E A; for all n E N define z, := j?,,T”(x,,) + 
(1 -&J-L andx,+, := CC,, T”(z,) + (1 - CI,) x,,. Then (x,) converges strongly 
to some fixed point of T. 
Remark. Note that the condition “be (0, L -*[(l +15’)‘/~- 11)” is 
equivalent to “b > 0 and 1 - 26 - L2b2 > 0.” 
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Proof: Let us first prove the following two statements, the first of which 
is an analogue to Theorem 1.4. 
(I) lim 11x, - T(x,)ll = 0. 
(II) There is n, E N such that for all n z n, and all x E Fix(T) 
IIX n+1-XII ~4,lIxn--XII. 
(Fix(T) stands for the fixed point set of 7’.) 
Proof: From Schauder’s theorem we know that T possesses a fixed 
point x E A. Define c, := [Ix,, - Tn(x,)ll and U, := [ 1 - j,( 1 -t qn)] ci - 
II T”(x,,) - T”(z,)jl’ for all n E N now. First of all, following the lines of the 
proofs of the related results in [6, lo], we shall show that for all n E FV, 
IIX n+i-Xl12d4; llX,--l12-~nPn%. (*) 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for all n E N, 
IIT” --XII* d qn II-G --XII* + lb, - T”(x,)ll*. (1) 
This, together with Lemma 1.3, shows that 
lb,, -XII * d (1 + Bn(q,, - 1 )I lb, - XII* + P: II T’Yx,) - x,lI* 
Gqn llxn-xI12+P: IIT”(x,,)-x,l12 forall nEN/. (2) 
A further application of Lemma 1.3 yields 
l/z,,- T”(z,H* d B,, IIT’k- Wz,)ll* + (1 -B,,) lb,- T”(z,)ll’ 
-B,(l-1,) IIT”(x,ll* forall HEN. (3) 
Reading (1) with z, instead of x, and using (2) and (3) it follows that for 
all n E N 
IlT”(4-xl12~qfi Ilx,--~l12-P,C1 -A,,1 +q,,31 lb,- T’V,)ll’ 
+Bn IIT”( ~“(z,)ll*+(1 -BJ Ilxn--%,)l12. (4) 
Finally, we apply Lemma 1.3 again and use (4) to obtain 
IIX n+,-Xl12dC1+~,(q~-1)1 II-%--XII2 
- ULCl - Bn(l + qn,)l Ilx, - T”(x,)l12 
+ an/L IIT” - T”k)ll’ 
- %M, - ~1,) IIT”(z,) - x,l12 forall HEN. 
This leads to the desired inequality (*) because z,~ 6 [I,, and 
1 + rn(q,5 - 1) d q,?1. We return to the proof of (I) now. 
Since lim(q,,)= 1, 1 -2h- L’h’>O, and fi,,< h for all HE N, we may 
choose H,EN such that l-fi,,(l+q,,)-L’~~3(1/2)(1-2h-L”h’)=:~ 
for all n >n,. Set M := diam(A)*. Then, since for all no h. 
lIT”(x,,)- T”(z,,)11*6 L*p~cjf, it follows that for all n >n,, u,,> KC: and 
thus 0 < F*KC; d c(,,B,,u,, 6 q; jjx,, - xl/ 2 - 1(x, + , - xl/’ < [ JIx, - ,x-l/ * - 
ILL+ I - ,tcll*] + M(q,f - 1). Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1.4 this 
yields C,“=, cf < co, hence lim(c,,) = 0. Thus (I) follows from Lemma 1.2. 
To prove (II) just consider (*) and note that c(,,~,u,, 3 0 for all n 3 n,,, 
that x was an arbitrary fixed point of T, and that lrO was chosen inde- 
pendently of x. 
Combining (I) and (II) with the ideas of the proof of Theorem 1.5 we 
immediately realize that lim(x,) =x. a 
Remark. (1) Theorem 1.5 is not a special case of Theorem 2.3, 
because we are not allowed to choose p,, = 0 for all n E N there. 
(2) It would be interesting to know whether a continuous asymptoti- 
cally pseudocontractive self-mapping of a closed bounded and convex sub- 
set of a uniformly convex Banach space always possesses a fixed point. This 
is indeed the case for continuous pseudocontractive mappings, as can be 
seen by combination of Corollary 1.9.16 of [ 131 and the theorem of [4]. 
(3) For a more recent result concerning the existence of fixed points 
of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in locally convex spaces, we refer 
to [14]. 
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